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AaaaaaaABSTRACTxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 

Encryption is of great importance once the confidentiality of information is to be maintained 

over the network. SMS being one of the major means of data exchange among the mobile 

users.xSecurityxofxSMS is one of the major issue that must be handled during data 

transmission. So, by using Android technology an application have been developed by us 

which permits the sender to encode thexmessagesxbefore they are sent over the network. For 

thexencryptionxand decryption process we have used Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) 

as the cryptographic algorithm. The application allows the user to input the key and the 

message which has to bexencryptedxand hence generate encrypted message which can be 

decrypted by the receiver. The encrypted text so developed by app is also resistant toxBrute-

Forcexattackvas we have used AES. 
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CHAPTER 1 - INTRODUCTION 

With the technological development and era of digitization, nowadays exchange of messages, 

thoughts or information are done by using various message sending applications. 

Security of data plays an important part in wireless communication system. This   

communication involves exchange of data between a sender and a receiver, where both the 

end users seeks the security of their shared information. 

Need for secure data transmission  

 Protecting the exchanged information from unauthorized access, disclosure, use, destruction, 

modification or inspection is known as information security. Maintaining privacy in our 

personal communication are a few things that everybody wishes. This secrecy of data can be 

maintained by means of cryptography. In cryptography, security is ensured by encoding the 

data before sending it and decoding the data after receiving it. Various cryptographic 

algorithms are used to ensure that privacy of data is maintained. Nowadays, SMS that stands 

forxshortvmessagerserviceyisxwidelyxaccepted as a means of information exchange, its 

securityxhasqbecome a significant concernqfor numerous businesszconcern anducustomers. 

So, theredis awgreat requirement foryanxendxtoxendxSMSxencryptionxin orderxtoxprovide  

secure medium for communication. 

AESdandcDESxare most commonly accepted and used cryptographic algorithms. 

While DES uses 56 bit key and hence is unprotected against brute force attack AES is not 

susceptible to brute force attacks as it uses large sized keys. 
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1.1) PROBLEM STATEMENT 

 

Nowadays, SMS is a common mode of communication among mobile phone users. It is a 

type of text messaging service that can be used by user to send personal information, email 

notification, transaction or bank details etc. These information are sensitive and need to be 

protected from malicious attacks. However,rtheesecurityeof SMS exchange is still antopen 

challengingytask. 

 Numerous algorithms have been suggested to get rid of these securityxissues. By using one 

of these cryptographic algorithm i.e. AES, we are encrypting the message before sending it 

using an android application and decrypting the encrypted message at the receiver end. 
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1.2) vOBJECTIVEvvv  

 

The main objective of this project is to study and get acquainted with the basic cryptographic 

algorithms.  

Using one of these algorithm to provide a safe environment for confidential data during 

transmission of messages. And thereby, implementing encryption of SMS through android 

application for mobile communication. 

Therefore, objectives of this project are as follows: 

 TojprovideoarproperbsecuritynforjSMSothroughyencryptioniandldecryption 

techniquesfwithtsuitablehalgorithm which is targetedjtoupreventianyofraudpto take 

place in the case wherel communicationdof privateeandtconfidentialkdata has to take 

place. 

 Tosdevelopda systemtthat isyuserufriendlygwhereinutheosystempwillwbereasyrto 

handle and secure at the samejtime.  

 Toamakeethersystemwworkqasfexpectedhwithoutbanykerrors. 
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1.3) METHODOLOGY 

 

Cryptographic Algorithm: This step involves study of various cryptographic 

algorithms and implementing the algorithm that best serves our purpose. 

 In our project we use AES as the cryptographiczalgorithm to encrypt the message. 

 

Application Design: We then create an android application for SMS encryption using 

android studio. User is asked to enter the message and the key. 

 

Integration: In this step we add the cryptographic algorithm that is AES to our android 

application for SMS encryption. 

 

Testing: In this step we test the android application   
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CHAPTER 2 - LITERATURE  REVIEW 

 

 

 

2.1 PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS OF CRYPTOGRAPHIC   

ALGORITHMS WITH SYMMETRIC KEYS 

 

They discuss about the basics of cryptography that is what is cryptography and why do we 

need it. Cryptographyqis usually considered as the studywof secret. Where encryptionais the 

process of convertingsnormal text to unreadablesform, decryption is thezprocess of 

converting the encryptedatext to the normalxtext in thewreadable form. The basic steps 

involvedxin the conventionalsencryption model are 1) sending of message that is the plain 

text 2) Convertingqthe originalwmessage into the cipherwtext by using someqkey 

andwalgorithm 3) Transmission of the cipher text over some medium 4) The cipher text at 

the receiver end is then convertedqbackqto the original message using the sameealgorithm 

andwkey. 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                                                Fig. 1 

                                                 

 

           Plaintext             Encryption 

           Decryption             Cipher text 
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In cryptography there are five main goals that should be kept in mind to ensure the secrecy of 

the system. 

1) Authentication : Verifying the identity of the sender and receiver before sending and 

receiving the data 

2) Privacy/Confidentiality: Only the authenticated user should be allowed tofreadathea 

message.  

3) Integrity:aThe receivedamessage should not be changed from the original 

4) Non-repudiation: It is a mechanismxto prove that the senderahassreallyesent the 

message that is neithersthe senderxnor the receiveracan denyxfalselyxthat they have 

or have not sentsaxcertainxmessage. 

5) ServiceaReliabilityaandaAvailability: System availabilityaandstypewof service to the 

user should not be affected by the attacks by the intruders. 

  

Cryptographysis mainly divided among twowbroad categoriesadepending on the type of 

securityakeys used into SymmetricaandaAsymmetric Encryption. While Symmetric 

encryptionaalso known as private key usesssingleakey foraencryption and decryption 

Asymmetricwencryption also known asepublicwkey encryptione uses two keys separately for 

encryptionsandsdecryption. While in symmetricdencryption both the senderdand receiver has 

to agree on a same secret key, in asymmetricdencryption there are two keys: one publicqkey 

whicheis knowntto the publicqand usedqfor encryptiondand othersprivate keyqwhich is 

known to the user and used forsdecryption. 
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                                   Fig. 2 

 

 

                                  

                                            Fig. 3 

 

It also discussed about various modes ofdEncryption/Decryptionfas:  

1) ECBf 

In thisdmodefdatagisjdividedjintod64-bitgblockshwhere eachablocksis encryptedjone atsa 

time. Because separatekencryptionsydonejwith different blocksfaregtotallyhindependent 
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of each other, sowifqdataaisstransmitteddovercavnetworkcorba phone line,btransmission 

errorsrwillgonlyqaffectathe block that contains theaerror. ECBzisxthedweakest of the 

various other modes as there are nobadditionaldsecurityfmeasures which 

areaimplemented besidessthe basic DES algorithm.   

2) CBCg 

In this mode each blockxofcECB encrypted cipher text is XORed with next plain text 

blockwtofbezencrypted, thus makingxall the blocksxdependentcon allathetprevious 

blocks. Thiswmeans thatain order to find the plainwtextqofaazparticularxblock, you need 

to know the key, the cipher andqthedcipherxtext forsthefprevious block. 

3) CFBd 

Inqthiszmode, blocksdofcplaintext whichzarexlesscthann64 bits long can beaencrypted. 

In this a 64-bitzblockxcalled the ShiftcRegister is used as the inputxplaintext to DES. 

Thisxmodezofvoperation is similar tosCBC and is veryasecure, but it is slowerqthan ECB 

due to the addedacomplexity. 

4) OFB 

ThisdisesimilarttoyCFBhmode,jexceptbthat in this modehthejcipherktextloutputxofdDES 

is fedcback into thegShiftfRegister, rather than actualgfinaldcipherrtext. 
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2.2)  AES implementation on Android for Meassage Encryption 
 

They discuss[1] about various encryption algorithms available nowdays to perform 

encryption during confidential data transmission over network. Privacy is achieved by 

performing encryption of messages. Recentztrendscinventerprise quality have created 

mobileadevice security a necessity. The SMS business beingvon suchxa good rise is 

susceptible to attacks. So it has currently become a lot of imperative to encrypt the SMS 

before it has been sent. Encryption has long been employed byzmilitariesdand 

governmentscto facilitateqsecret communication.qEncryption.is currently normally utilized 

in protective info among several styles of civilian systems. Some survey resulted that seventy 

one of firms surveyed used secret writing for a few of their information in transit and 53%a 

used secret writing for a few of their information in storage. AES need veryslessdRAM space 

and it isqvery fast. On Pentium professional processors AESwencryption needs solely 

eighteen clockqcycles/byte corresponding to turnout of regarding 11Mib/s 

forz200MHz.processor.There application provide varioussfunctionalitiesxlike 

conversationdview, inbox, draft,gbackup,hrestore . UI is madejlightweight and 

morebimportancejgiven to the efficiencyuoffencryption and decryption process.eThe 

complete process ofrtransmission is explainedgin detail.hDifferent centers which 

comexacross thehtransmissionxare BTS whichfused to facilitate wireless communication 

between user equipment and a network. MSC which is responsible for routing voice calls, fax 

and other service calls. SMSC is SMS service center which acts as temporary message 

storage. It also notify the sender whether the message is delivered or not. They have 

usedeAES(advanced encryption algorithm) forfencryption andvdecryption of messages. The 

AdvancedvEncryptionfStandard comprises three block ciphers, aAES-128, AES-192 

andaAES-256.a AES has a fixedablock size of 128 bits and aqkey sizeqof 128, 192, or 256 

bits.a The ciphereuses number ofgencryptionrrounds which convertsgplain text tohcipher 

text. Outputhof everyvround will be thefinput to the  
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nexteround.The output of the finalground is the cipher text.The steps used in algorithm are 

SubBytes , ShiftRows , MixColumns , AddRoundKey. Cipher key  used is of 128 bits. Any 

attacker has to check 2128 possibilites to break the cipher key. There is no fixed patterns in the 

algorithm. As a conclusionqthe necessities for speedwand compactnesswwere met. The 

program size is fifty kilo bytes and itwcan be installedwinto a mobileqphonewworkingwon 

Android platform. The userwexperienceswno delays whilewusing the program, which is a 

clear indication that the speedwrequirement is met. The user interface is not complicated and 

straight forward to use. In applications, whereqaccesswcontrol is vital, oureapplication can be 

used to authenticatefthe sendergof aw message. Also it isspossible toq detect, if the message 

has been corrupted or modifiedswith during transmission.The messages that have delicate 

informationgare stored securely and remainhundisclosed even when the deviceris accessed 

by an adversary. The most different point to be taken into considerationhishthe securitytof 

the encrypted data against various attacksathat is BruteqForcetattack, pattern attack etc. 

Applicationaalsoxguarantees securexend to endxtransfer of dataxwithout anydcorruptxdata 

segmentsgof thehmessage.  
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2.3)  Security Analysis of Cryptographic Algorithms. 

They discussed[2] various encryption algorithmzlike AES,wDES,oRSA. There are two 

varieties symmetrical  and asymmetric key encoding. symmetrical  key encoding need  one 

key to encipher and decode the info. Asymmetricqkey encryption require two keys that is 

publicsand private keys. It is used for the key distribution problem. Asymmetric takes more 

computational  power than that of  symmetric hence slower. Public used tozencrypt dataqand 

private used to decrypt data.DES uses 64 bit keys where as AES can have various keys i.e 

128,192,256 bits keys. They explained DES algorithm which is used as standard method to 

protect confidential data. New faster algorithm AES replaced DES. Steps include Sub bytes, 

Addzround key, Shiftqrows, Mixrcolumn. RSA is public keyyalgorithm. It involved Key 

Generation, Encryption, Decryption steps. AES, DES, RSA cryptographic algorithms are 

compared on basis of 18 factors that is Block size, Key size, Encryption, Rounds, Algorithm, 

Security, Decryption, Stimulation Speed, Scalability, Key used, Power consumption, Torjan 

horse, Ciphering and deciphering key, Ciphering and deciphering algorithm, Inherent 

vulnerability, Hardware and software implementation.Results showed that encryption time of 

AES is the least and RSA is the longest.AES is better than RSA and DES. 
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                                                        Fig. 4 
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                                                  Fig. 5 
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2.4) What Do software system Developers have to be compelled to 

understand to create Secure Energy-Efficient android Applications? 

 Their[3] main aim was to make android application developer understand which 

cryptographic algorithm will be best suited for their application. They analyzed the 

executionztime and energy consumption of differentqencryption and decryptionzalgorithms 

that can be used by developers for maintaining security and privacy. Analysis of energy 

consumption is important as mobile device are battery powered and considering the green 

computing evolution, it should  have minimal contribution in increasing the green house 

effect and battery lifetime should be extended. Energy efficient practice selection can be 

done by analyzing the result obtained by their work. They discussed different security 

providers like SC ,BC ,IAIK and various different cryptographic primitives like Sign , Mac 

,Decrypt ,Verify ,Encrypt and different cryptographic algorithm used with each primitives. 

They have used PowerTutor application based energy profiling tool for making different 

comparisions. They selected 10 crypto primitives to evaluate 3 crypto providers. The 

experiments administered during this work provides fascinating data for computer code 

developers regarding however totally different cryptologic providers, algorithmssand 

operationssbehave from an energyqconsumption purpose of read. According to their 

experimental information they are saying that there's no crypto supplier that may be thought-

about the greenestdone for all the algorithms, operationswand transformations.  Thus, the 

relevancy of their study is within the fine-grained info that it provides which may be 

accustomed create a reasoned call regarding that is that the best supplier for the need of every 

application. It is additionally terribly helpful to seek out that, for a few suppliers, software 

package developers will increase the amount of security of theiraapplication while not 

acquisition too high associate degree increment within the energywconsumption. However, 

softwarexdevelopers need to be carefultbecause this is not the case for all thezproviders. 
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                                                                           Fig. 6 
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2.5) Real Implantation for SMS Encryption–Based on Android App. 

They implemented 3 cryptographic algorithms i.e AES ,DES ,3DES.Compared them on basis 

of delay time.Thus helping developers to choose the correct and efficient cryptographic 

algorithm to be used for secure message transmission.  

                     

                                                                         Fig. 7 

                 

                                                                         Fig. 8  
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The SMS coding application works with SMS on android platform, that the SMS is 

encrypted in the start at sender side, digitally signed within the second step and sent within 

the last step (i.e. Receiver side) that involves of reversing all that has happened within the 

encoding method (i.e. Sender side). The time delay determined throughout the conversion of 

plain text to cipher text is recognize as encoding Delay time.Different size of SMS meassage 

is used for each key length of same algorithm and results are calculated. 

                       

                                                                    Fig. 9                                   

When text messaging is employed for communication and data exchange, care ought to be 

taken once sensitive data is transmitted victimization message through unsecure channel.The 

users ought to bear in mind that SMS messages may well be subject to harmfull attacks from 

associate un-authorized access. This work explained the applicationzof SMSqencryption for 

some of blockzcipher cryptographic encryption algorithms (i.e. AES, DES, 3-DES) on 

android application. The SMS coding application is running within the mobile phone that 

does not need any further encoding devices. The experimental test showed that the 

encryption algorithms (i.e. AES, DES, and 3-DES) are suitableqand easy to implementzin 

mobiletdevice. As well as, the experimental test showed that the DES has low encryption 

delay time when applied to in different message size (i.e. 32, 64,128,256,512, and 1024) bit. 
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2.6) Evaluating The Performance of symmetrical  encoding Algorithms 

 

 
This work is about thezevaluationqofcdifferent cryptographicqalgorithms like RC2 , DESr, 

gAES, Blowfish, 3DES,RC6.Different parameters like encryption/decryption speed, battery 

power consumption, different size of datazblocks, different key size , different dataqtypes are 

used for comparison.DES and RC2 require one 64 bits key. AES can use various key types 

like 128,192 or 256 bits keys.3DES require three 64-bits keys. Blowfish default key size is 

128 bits.RC6 can use different size of key  i.e 128,192,256. 

   

       

                                                               Fig. 10 

 

 

Several points were finished from thewExperimentaldresults. Firstly;xthere's no important 

distinction once the results are displayed either in hexadecimalvbasecencryption or in base64 
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encryption. Secondly; within the case of adjusting packet size, it absolutely was finished that 

Blowfish has higher performance than alternative common encoding algorithms used, 

followed by RC6. Thirdly; theyqfoundwthat 3DES still has lowqperformanceecompared to 

algorithm DES. Fourthly; theybfoundhRC2, has disadvantagehover all alternative algorithms 

in termshof timetconsumption. Fifthly; theyrfoundyAES has higher performancewthan RC2, 

DES, and 3DES. Within the casefofgaudio and videobfilesnthey found the result because the 

same as inwtext andadocument. Finally within the case of adjusting key sizewthey finished 

that higher key size results in clear modification within theabatteryqand time consumption. 
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CHAPTER 3 - SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT 

3.1)  SOFTWARE REQUIRENMENTS 

 Android Studio 

 Virtual Device Manager 

 

 

3.2)  SYSTEM REQUIRENMENTS 

 CPU:2.2 Ghz Processor and above 

 RAM: 4 GB or above 

 OS : Windows 8 or above 

 

3.3)  INSTALLATION 

      Steps to be followed:  

 Go to settings 

 Go to About option 

 Press 7 times the about option 

 Then Developer option appears in the settings 

 Connect the Android Device to the Laptop. 

 Gradle Build the App 

 Run the App 
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3.4) SYSTEM DESIGN 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                         NO 

 

 

 

 

                                                              YES 

 

 

                            ENCRYPTION 

START 

Enter Key  Enter message 

to be encrypted 

Press “Encrypt” button 

 Cipher text  

Do you want 

to send the 

encrypted 

message? 

Send cipher text 
END 
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DECRYPTION 

  START 

Receive cipher  text Enter Key  

Press “Decrypt” button 

 Original Text  

END 
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3.5) IMPLEMENTATION 

3.5.1) Functions 

 Installing the Android Studio  

o Android studio is successfully installed.  

 Creating Application named BeSafe 

 Establishing a connection  

o Android phone is connected to the system using USB cable. 

 Installation 

o Application is installed in the android phone. 

 Run 

o User is asked to enter the key and message. 

 Encryption  

o Message is encrypted and encrypted text is displayed. 

 Share 

o The encrypted text is copied and can be shared. 

 Decrypt 

o The receiver can decrypt the encrypted message using same application 
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3.5.2) Algorithm 

For encrypting a text we need to use a cryptographic algorithm. There are varied algorithms 

that are offered and may be used for info security. These algorithms are generally classified 

as symmetric (private) and asymmetric (public) keys cryptography. 

In private keyzencryption there is onlyfsingle keyythat isdusedtforcbothtencryptionpand 

decryptioniprocess. Before transmissionhof datagtakes place between different entities this 

key has to be distributed.If in an algorithm weakzkeyziszused, decryption of data become 

easier and is susceptible to attack. The strengthzofzkeyzdepends on the size of key. Large 

sized keysqarecless or not susceptible to Brute-force attack and hence hard to break. DES 

and AES are examples of symmetric algorithm. While DES uses 56 bit key and is susceptible 

to brute-force attack and AES uses 128,192 and 256 bit key. 

Public key encryption uses twozkeysxprivatezandapublic keys. Because of this it solves the 

problem of key distribution. Whiletpublickkeyrisdusedufordencryptionyprivatetkeyaiszused 

forzdecryption. Public key is known to the general public and private key is only familiar to 

the user. Hence, prior distribution of keys is not required.  

Asymmetric keyzencryptiondishbasedyonyvariouszmathematicalafunctions which are 

computationallyaintensivezandoisqnotzveryzefficientaforzsmallzmobilezdevices. 

So, we have used AES algorithm which is azsymmetricqencryptionzalgorithm for message 

encryptionousing android application. 
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Origin 

AES was originally called “Rijndael Cipher” after the names of the developers. It 

participated in a competition held by NIST in 1997, to find a new more secure encryption 

method. 

It was the winner of the competition and hence named AES as Advance Encryption Standard 

by 2001. And currently it's one among the foremost wide accepted and used interchangeable 

key coding rule within the world. 

 

ABOUT 

AES is block cipher that's it encrypts a block of text, instead of encrypting one bit at a time. 

It uses keys of variable lengths as 128,192, or 256 bits where 256 bits is default size. 

It encrypts block of 128 bits of information in ten, twelve or fourteen round on the 

dimensions of the key. Thisuencryptionttechniqueqisiflexiblegandzfast and hencebcanzbe 

implementedzonovariouswplatformstespeciallyosmalladevicesolike mobile phones.  

Number of coding rounds area unit accustomed convert the plain text to cipher text. The 

initial inputqgivenaby the user isqenteredsin a matrix called a State Matrix.  The input of 

successive round is that the output of the previous round. And output of the ultimate round is 

that the cipher text that is nothing however the encrypted plain text. 
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            Fig. 11 

Level 1: Broad Outline 

This algorithmic program is reversible that's nearly a similar steps ought to be performed to 

complete each encoding and decoding in reverse order. 

Encryptionaxvbfhgjhjk 

To code a message we tend to merely offer the message in conjunction with the key. The 

AES algorithmic rule encrypts the message and provides associate degree encoded output.

 

                                    Fig. 12  
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Decryptiona 

Now to decipher the messageawe offer the encryptedamessage and therefore the samewkey 

as before. The AES formula decrypts the message andwreturns the first message. 

   

                                 Fig. 13 

 

Level 2: Roundsasjnvjhbhl 

AESqisvmadesupqofzcoupletof initializationpsteps i.e. key0expansionqanduinitialtround. 

Thenyawseriesyofwroundsqofqencryptionxare performedtusingfthe zexpanded ykey. The 

final round is simpler than the other rounds. 
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     Fig. 14 

Key Lengths  

We can use various key lengths with AES.gThefkeysxcanqbe of 1286bits,192hbits or f256 

bits. Thefsizetof keywdetermines howzmanyzroundskorjcycleshweihaveytoaperformyto 

finally encrypt the message. Large key corresponds to more rounds which is more secure but 

slower encryption. 

 

                                                      Table - 1 
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Level 3: Stages within Rounds  

 

                Fig. 15 

WORKING  

We supply key to key expansion first and the key get expanded into however many keys we 

need and our message goes into the initial round with those expanded keys we perform add 

round key step. 

After this the state is passed to the rounds and on that state weeperformisubtbytes,yshift 

rows,omixxcolumnskandhaddrround keyuand then we repeat these rounds as per the key size 

selected. After all the cycles are completed then we move to the final round where we 

performhsubfbytes,dshiftxrows and mixrcolumns yieldinghthegencrypted text.  
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                 Fig. 16 

 

1. Add Round key 

 

This process operates on one column at a time. Inethis step, the subekey is 

combinedewith the state. In each round, a subekey is derivedefrom the mainrkeyfusing 

Rijndael's key schedule; each sub key is of the same size as the state. The sub key is then 

added by combiningfeach byte of the state with the correspondingqbyte of the subakey 

usingsbitwiseaXOR. 
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    Fig. 17 

 

2. SubBytes 

 

In this step weareplaceseach bytedof the state with another byte depending on the key. 

Thedsubstitutions are usuallyspresented as the Look-Up tableecalled the Rijndael S-box 

which consist of 256 byte substitutionswarranged in a 16 x 16 grid. 

Wikipedia provides a version of this table that is suitable for C/C++ and various other 

languages. 

The outputsof this roundsis input of the next one. 
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      Fig. 18 

3. Shift Rows 

 

This step shifts rows of the state provided by sub bytes round to the left. 

While the first row is not shifted, second row is shifted one byte left, third row is shifted 

by two bytes and so on. Row n is shifted left circular by n-1 bytes. 

As bytes are shifted out on the left, they reappear on the right. This operation is 

sometimes referred to as rotation.  

In this way, each column of the output state of the ShiftRows step is composed of bytes 

from each column of the input state. 
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Fig.19 

4. Mix Columns 

 

This transformation step operatessatdthe columnelevel; where each column of the 

state is transformed to a new column. 

In this step four numbers of one column are modulosmultiplied in Rijndael’s Galois 

Field by a given matrix. 
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Encryption Process 

Round keys are a special key set derived for the method. Thesexroundzkeys are applied  at 

the side of the other operations, on an array of information that holds precisely one block of 

information and that's the info to be encrypted. This array is named the state array.  

Steps of encryption which are used in AES: 

• First, derive the set ofuroundhkeys from the given cipher key. 

• Initializewstateqarray with the block of information i.e. the plaintext. 

• Add the initialoroundxkey to the beginningwstate array. 

•            9 rounds of the statewmanipulation is performed. 

• Then tenthfroundxthat is that the finalzroundzof state manipulation is performed. 

•  Copy the ultimate state array out in the form of encrypted information. 
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The block of information to be encrypted is 128 bits in size. Since, AES works with bytes 

therefore 128 bits is regenerate to sixteen bytes. Operation in AES is performed on a 4X4 2 

dimensional computer memory unit array. 

                          

                 Fig. 21 
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Decryption Process 

Decryption can be performed by reversing all the steps performed during encryption 

bywusing inversejfunctions as: 

 InversevSubcBytes 

 InversetShiftkRows 

 InverseaMixlColumns 

Though the fourth step that is AddfRoundlkeyudoes not require an inversevfunction as it 

XOR’s twice gives back theioriginal result. 

Inverse Sub Bytes works in thezsamewwayjaslSub Bytes butousesgapdifferentetablejthat 

returnszthehoriginaldvalue.  

Inverse Shift Rows involves shifting  left in placexofaright. 

Inverse Mix Columns includes a adifferentaconstantamatrixato multiplyathe columns. 

Steps performed for decryption of 128 bit block: 

 

           Fig.22 
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                                               Fig.23 
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3.6) DESIGN 

Sms Encryption using Android Application 

Nowadays, SMS is the major means of data exchange. It is not only used for general 

communication purpose but also to share certain sensitive information like passwords, bank 

details etc. So security of such information is necessary 

An android application has been designed  which accepts the plain text as message and key 

as required by the AES algorithm and produces the required cipher text at the sender end. 

This cipher text can then be at the receiver end can be decrypted using the same application 

to retrieve the original message. 

       

                                                   Fig.24 
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CHAPTER 4 –  Performance Analysis 

 

4.1) Test-Cases 

                                                  Table - 2 

Sr.no     Key Input Message 

Input 

Encrypted output 

1. 12367890 hello@world HYBzv0Qk9Zhe4snKPi4HQ== 

2. ytrcghji hello@world Rspj5seCkGCdEnxNIRRWcQ== 

3. ytry61783 hellotq Go8XEXE3mgLtrCDXxalvlA 

4. abc#$23 Hello12 qhXUQMruelfJ5VUH0XrZbA== 

           

                                                     

                                          Table - 3 

Sr.no Key input Encrypted message Decrypted Output 

1. ytry61783 Go8XEXE3mgLtrCDXxalvlA Hellotq 

2. 12367890 HYBzv0Qk9Zhe4snKPi4HQ== hello@world 

3. ytrcghji Rspj5seCkGCdEnxNIRRWcQ== hello@world 

4. abc#$23 qhXUQMruelfJ5VUH0XrZbA== Hello12 
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4.2)  Application Analysis 

 

 STORAGE 

         

                                                           Table – 4 

Total space taken by the application 1.53MB 

Storage  space taken by the application 656KB 

Space taken by Data of the application 0.89MB 

 

 CACHE 

                                          

                                                          Table - 5 

Cache observed at the time of data recording 32.00KB 
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CHAPTER 5 - CONCLUSION 

SMS is the most common and major means of information exchange. This data can contain 

sensitive and vital information which needs to be protected. Which can be done using 

encryption. For this we have studied cryptographic algorithms. We devised that though 

asymmetric algorithm require 2 independent keys to encryptaand decrypt , it uses complex 

mathematical functions and is inefficient for small mobile devices. Hence we use symmetric 

algorithm for encryption. Also, among symmetric algorithms AES is the most efficient and 

resistive to brute force attack. So we have designed an android application that helps the 

sender to encrypt the information using a key before sending it to the receiver who can 

decrypt the message with the same key. 
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5.1)  FUTURE SCOPE 

Key distribution is also one of the major aspect that should be taken care of. As we are 

working with AES algorithm which is a symmetric encryption technique that is single to be 

used by both the sender and receiver so we also have to find ways to securely share the key. 

Key can be distributed in one of the following ways: 

1. Physical transfer of the key from sender to receiver. 

2. Key can also be delivered to sender and receiver with the help of trusted third party. 

3.  Key used by sender and receiver previously can be converted to new Key using 

Encryption. 

4.  Key can be  provided to both users with help of  KDC. 

5. Diffie-Hellman method can be used for secure exchange of keys  
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